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M. S. Swaminathan Research Foundation 
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Quantitative trait (QT) is a terr. ~ of central importance in the fields of biology 
and agriculture. As the term indicate~, aT refers to characters that can be measured 
on a quantitative scale. This is, however, a textual definition but we also need a 
scientific one. Such a definition would necessarily be with reference to the field or 
activity in which aT is to be employed. Therefore we restrict our attention to 
agriculture, and more specifically to crop breeding and improvement. 
J>- IO~ 
The QT measurements can be viewed as a scatter of numerical values and 
therefore dealt with using concepts of experimental statistics and inference. Indeed, 
such is the view of a majority of breeders and scientists working in the ~rea of crop. 
improvement. Short of effective training in the elements of mathematics and 
statistics, . they consider the subject dealing with OTs as one beyond their 
comprehension. On the other hand, it is known that significant improvement in 
crop productivity can be achieved only with significant improvement in the associated 
component QTs. Usually courses in Plant Breeding deal with the basics of 
Mendelian Genetics and laws of inheritance. But the subject of Quantitative Genetics 
integrates the concepts of Genetics and morphometric trait improvement. Teaching 
and research in this subject, however, remain restricted by inadequate specialization 
and skill. 
In the backdrop, a cross-section of scientists including geneticists have a 
lingering question in their mind about the discipline to which Quantitative Genetics 
belongs as a subject. In view of the fact that it deals with phenotypes and aims to 
generate, edit, modify, orient or upscale plant breeding paradigms, they wonder 
whether the subject belongs to the discipline of Genetics or Plant Breeding. In 
essence, the roots of such doubts lie in a debillitated introduction to the subject. 
Just as the subjects of cytogenetics, developmental genetics, cell biology and 
molecular biology perceive (genes and) genotypes from different angles, so does 
. Quantitative Genetics from their phenotypic expression. Naturally therefore, 
Quantitative -Genetics rightly belongs to the discipJine of Genetics. Further this 
subject is unique in that it interprets phenotypic trait expression as a function of 
the underlying genotype, and serves as the most effective bridge between principles 
of Genetics and fundamentals of Plant Breeding. 
Quantitative Genetics provides the foundation for breediflg methodologies. 
As research in quantitative genetics advances, the foundation gets reinforced, 
. . . 
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,breeding methodologies refined and new methods proposed. But insufficient 
exposure to quantitative genetics limits the option to following mechanically the 
breeding methods proposed elsewhere. , ... 
Diallel selective mating initially attempted in barley, a self-pollinated crop 
(Jensen, 1970) was one such exampl€. Diallel crosses starting with 7 parents 
were continued in Fl and other generations obtained by seffing as needed. Simple 
selection procedures were suggested to derive a pure line or population. Evel~ 
with 7 -parent diallel, we get 21 F 1S and the method suggested selective 2-parent 
crosses (each parent itself is an F 1 and hence the crosses here are 4-way crosses; 
limit set was 21) between F1s. Such 2-parent c~oice among 21 F1s can be made in 
21 C2 ways = 210 ways. 21 crosses can then be selected in 210 C21 way, an 
astronomical figure indeed. In self-pollinating crops, the suggested 21-parent four 
way crosses in F 1 will be time- and cost-intensive. When an analysis of resulting 
data is not available and special benefits of the design are unconvincing, the very need 
for such methods will also "be unconvincing. Yet, at that time, many breeders in India 
attempted this method only on s~lf-pollinated crops following published literature. 
To do justice to all developments in Quantitative Genetics in a review would be 
a Herculean task. Therefore the basics of Quantitative Genetics are projected 
bringing out the basis behind multi-trait characterization. The topics of evaluating 
genetic divergence and choice of parents for initiating crosses in a breeding program 
were 'chosen as examples to illustrate the fundamental differences between 
mendelian and Molecular breeding .. 
It is not uncommon to find advanced books approaching the subject of 
Quantitative Genetics through the pathway of statistics introducing models and 
estimation of parameters. Linking analytical results with basic genetic theory or its 
practical applications does not always get a focus. When the subject branches 
further into applications to plant breeding, an impression is left behind that 
Quantitative Genetics deals only with genetic models, gives strenuous statistical 
formulation ,associated with the breeding procedures and the computation and 
presentation of the associated statistics are a ritualistic must! This spells a strong 
need to place the basics on a different perspective. 
Numerous books on Quantitative Genetics deal with various methods of 
breeding; quite a few of them start with genetic material gov'erned by a single diallelic 
gene. In that case, the number of possible matings and therefore breeding methods 
are restricted. Progeny, genotypes necessarily belong to one of the three genotypic 
categories - dominant or the recessive homozygote and the heterozygote. The 
progeny mean' and breeding improvement in various filial generations can be 
calculated with relative ease. From such relatively simple single gene methods, 
transition to complex models of mating based on many genes is usually attempted. 
Assumptions like independent and additive genes are made to enable extension of 
results of a single gene model to complex situations. But further treatment of the 
subject masks the underlying assumptions made earlier. Most often, only the 
• 
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formulae emanating from such a treatment get focused and the assumptions on 
which they were based remain latent. 
Quantit~tive genetic modeling generates new breeding avenues and upscaJes 
the specifics of current breeding methods. Strategically, it provides a set of 
quantitative parameters for evaluating the efficiency of the methods and for 
inferences on the next phase of breeding. For example, in the process of estimating 
the average degree of dominance, the mating system in an F 2 population governed 
by a single diallelic gene was modeled. That provided a comparison of the efficiency 
of three designs of mating (Comstock and Robinson, 1948; 1952), popularly knOwn 
as North Carolina Designs I, II, and III. One of them, Design II, was a precursor of 
the line X tester mating design, which was later given a specific treatment by 
Kempthorne (1957). Similarly the diaflel cross initially treated on a purely theoretical 
plane using genotypes of a single diallelic gene (Jinks and Hayman, 1953; Jinks, 
1954; Hayman, 1954) was given a broad-based,. b·reeding-oriented treatment later 
(Griffing, 1956). This work described four diallel crossing methods, ranging from 
n2 to n(n-1 )/2 crosses (where n is the number of parents and where appropriate, 
parental selfs are also included). For instance, with 1 0 parents, dial lei matings can 
be set up with 100,55,90 or 45 crosses following Griffing's f0ur models and genetic 
information obtained with relative precision. Depending or c!1e need, capacity and 
preference, a breeder can choose the method desired. Suct 1 flexibility incorporated 
in Griffing's diallel Lrossing system has made it popular among breeders. 
There are nun 3rous designs of mating each of which has an underlying 
quantitative genetic model enabling estimation of relevant quantitative parameters. 
They help not only L j assessing the efficiency of the mating system but arso in 
predicting expected genetic advance. Enumerating all the breeding methods 
developed so. far and explaining the underlying rnodels and parameters would be' 
tenuous. The crop u nc ~ r development, the breeding objective 'like pu re,line, hybrid 
or popUlation, the natural pollinating syste·m and the genetic status of initiating 
material (like advanced breeding lines, single or multiple cross, a diversified gene 
pool etc.) are all highly relevant to the process of improvement. If, all of them are 
taken into account, the number of cases to deal with will multiply many-fold. 
Therefore, this paper stops short of dealing with them. 
As earlier said, basic models of Quantitative Genetics provide the foil for 
, . 
improved methods of breeding. Once rightly positioned, the methods of inference,' 
limitations of inferred results and further steps or breeding become logical 
derivatives. It would be interesting to illustrate, though not exhaustively, a smooth 
transition of the basics to a fundamental breeding process. . 
Developments in molecular biology have given' rise to molecular markers, which 
arE~ numerous compared to morphological markers. Those modern developments 
are said to energize classical breeding methods and accelerate breeding progress 
through precise perception of the genetic changes. It would be useful, therefore, 
fa understand the basics of molecular markers in the light of Mendelian genes. in 
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that process, the feasible and hypothetical strengths of molecular markers would 
also be discussed. As, an example, the choice of parents for initiating a single, 
cross will be illustrated both by classical and molecular methods. 
The Basics: 
1. QT and its genetic basis: 
, One way to characterize an individual is by using attributes that occur in one 
of two visual forms, for example, leaf colour (yellow or green). Such visualization 
is usually 'qualitative'. Mendel in his experiments with plant hybridization (with pea 
piant) choose to characterize individual plants on such 'either-or' attributes. All the 
7 traits he chose to measure (which he called 'experiments') were of this type. 
They were, as we now know: 1. Form of seed (round or angular), 2. Colour of seed 
albumen (yellow or green), 3. Colour of seed coat (white or gray), 4. Form of ripe 
pods (regular or constricted), 5. Colour of unripe pods (green or yellow), 6. Position 
of flowers (distributed along main stem or bunched 2t the top), 7. Length of stem 
(6 to 7 fee tor 3A to 1 Y2 f e ~ t '. 
Though Mendel simplified quantitative measurements into qualitative (either-
or) ones, he was well aware of this oversimplification. For instance, he recognized 
that the seed albumen (endosperm) could be pale yellow, bright yellow-and-orange 
through a number of gradations to rr..' I e or less intense green. To identify, as a first 
step, a rule of inheritance, he might have thought it safe to confine to only two 
highly contrasting colour shades, which would also enable unambiguous scoring of 
individuals in segregating generations. 
In those experiments, Mendel obtained the 3:1 segregation in F2 generation, 
which led to the illustrious laws of inheritance. What is relevc.nt here was the 
in fer en c e t hat, e a c h 0 f the 7 t ra its, as mea sur e d by tv, end e I, was e sse n t i a II y 
controlled by a. single diallelic gene. But some results of Mendel's experiments 
were imperfect and contentious. As sole experiments, such results are not totally 
unexpected. Yet a case of rare occurrence of recessive parent (1 in 31) in F2 made 
him reflect on the colouring pattern of parental traits and realize that flower colour 
controlled by gene A could be a combination of the effects of individual alleles, A" 
A2, A3, •..... An of the gene A. When anyone or more of them occur in hybrid and F 2 
combinations, independent colours could develop. As a consequence, the colour 
combinations were more than two. We now know that a single gene can have In' 
multiple alleles and diploid genotypes in that case are n (n+ 1 )/2. A sample size of 
31 could then be inadequate to trap more than one white-coloured recessive parent. 
f\~endel also dealt with 2 factors controlled by geneE. A and B. His experimental 
results showed that the marginal genotypic frequencies (e.g. genotypes AA - -, Aa 
- -, aa - -, where - - represents all combinations of the gene B, namf":;!y, BB, Bb and 
bb, are marginal genotypes. Similarly, -- SS, -- Bb and - - bb are the other marginal 
genotypes) always followed Mendelian segregation. We now know this result from 
the theoretical frequencies of the genotypes governed by 2 genes. We realize that, 
, 
( 
\ 
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when Mendel observed the colour of seed albumen, he did -:not take into account 
the colour of seed coat, for example. Thus for each single factor he observed only 
the marginal genotypes which showed single gene segregation. This facilitated the 
postulation of his laws of inheritance. Mendells original paper presented in detail 
in Bennett (1965) would provide a worthwhile reading and should be read to 
understand and appreciate the logic of inference from designed and carefully 
conducted plant experiments. 
The above exposition highlights the fact that OTs are, in general, governed by 
more than a single gene and genes may have more than two alleles as well. With 
modern techniques and know/edge, every trait C2>"\ quantitatively be measured with 
good accuracy. Thus flower colour can now be measured as intensity of colour 
pigmentation, disease resistance as a combination of traits like disease infection 
index, % leaf area damaged, AUDPC (area under disease progress curve) and so 
on. In effect therefore, it would not be an exaggeration to say that almost all plant 
traits are essentially quantitative. 
In essence, a galaxy of OTs, each of which can be governed by many genes, 
can describe an individual. For instance, flowering time, plant height, number of 
till e r s per p I ant, len g tho f pan i c Ie, n u m b e r of g r ai n s per pan i c I e and the I ike are a II 
traits that describe individual varieties. To characterize an individual variety fully, it 
is essential to use a multiple trait description. Otherwise, differentiating between 
individuals could be deceptive. For exam"ple, two vari-eties may flower at the same 
time; the grain yield of one may be far more than the other. In that case, 
characterizing the varieties using the single trait, flowering time, would become 
deceptive, as the varieties would be ranked to be quite similar in their performance. 
But it would not be so, if differentiated on grain yield. The difficulty, however, is that 
the investigator does not know a priori which single trait (like grain yield, in this 
example) will help discriminating between varieties. Further, it is possible that 
varieties may be ranked similar on more than one trait too. A safe strategy would 
therefore be to characterize individuals on multiple traits. Naturaffy, multivariate 
analysis would be the right choice for discriminating between such individuals. 
OTs defining plant varieties are spread over their entire growth period. Further, 
as the plant growth progresses, traits measured in those stages become increasingly 
complex. Thus seedling, flqwering, post-flowering, seed filling and maturity define 
broadly the growth phases with aTs measured in them. showing increasing 
complexity. Grain yield is a trait of major interest measured in the post-maturity 
phase. Logically therefore, it is a function of various traits in the earlier phases, 
though the relationship is neither obvious nor can be discovered with ease. Further, 
the relationship between yield and a host of traits measured in earlier growth phases 
is dynamic and influenced by a variety of factors like the crop and the growth 
environment at the site where it is grown. It is easy to visualize two individuals to 
show highly similar yields; but it is almost impossible that such similarity would 
exist for each component aT measured in various stages of plant growth. In general 
therefore, breeding initiatives use yield components in preference to per se yield. 
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2. Phenotype and its relation with Genotype: 
Mendel's experiments were an initial attempt to relate QT measurements with 
the underlying genotype. Expressed in an alternative way, the QT (one at a time) 
[Phenotype] is the expressed value of the underlying genotype in the experimental 
environment (location, year, agro ecology etc.). Initially, it was thought that the 
phenotype, P results as an additive function of the genotype (G) and environment 
I,..... \ I _ l' 
\ ~ I' 
in other words, P = G + E (1 ) 
Note that this relationship equates a phenotypic value (measurement) like grain 
yield with its genotypic value (can, at the most, be conjectured) and environmental 
value (cannot again be directly measured). Thus we have a peculiar equation 
expressing a dependent variable, P (only orie capable of direct measu rement) as 
an additive function of two independent variables, G and E (both of which do not 
admit of direct measurement)! It was R.A. Fisher, one of the originators of 
experimental designs and Quantitative Genetics who analyzed this intriguing 
problem. He 'realized that, when G and' E are independent, the second-degree 
statistic, namely, variance is given by 
(2) 
By growing the plant material in a field design like r.b.d. (randomized block design) 
and employing the analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the measured aT (P values), 
one can estimate CJ E2. For example, if 10 varieties were grown in 4 replications, 
analysis of yield data will give the Error variation with 27 degrees of freedom. The 
corresponding Error mean squares will provide an estimate of CJ E2. In Fisher's 
conception, Error is associated with an environment which cannot be measured; 
for example, error variation in the above example, could have arisen due to soil 
heterogeneity in the field plots, climatic conditions that prevailed during the 
experiment including moisture availability, soil type, temperature, incidence of 
various stresses and the! like. We note that the overall environment here cannnot 
be measured by a quantitative value for each variety in each replication. Hence 
environmental variance cannot be "estimated directly. 
Environment here needs to be understood rightly. It is clearly different from a 
treatment whose effect can be measured. But as the subject of Quantitative 
Genetics progressed, it became a practice to use agronomic treatments like fertilizer 
doses, irrigation levels, and plant densities as equivalents of Environment. It is 
essential to note that they are various treatments dealt with in detail in the subject 
area of Agronomy and there are designs of experiments to estimate their effects 
and variances. Therefore, they do not qualify to be used as Environment. In general, 
locations and years are the most relevant environments for genetic studies. 
On a close look at the equation (2) relating variances, it would appear that it 
subsumes many genotypes and their phenotypes. On the other hand, it would 
I 
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equally apply to a number of phenotypic values of a particular genotype expressed 
in various environments in which case, the appropriate equation would be, 
Pn=G+En (3)' 
where n = 1,2, ........... , k are k environments. Based on statistrcaJ principles, if n is 
large (theoretically k tending to infinite number), the values of En which are 
essentially deviations of P n from the true value of G in various environments would 
be expected to be positive in some environments and negative in some others. 
When n becomes very large, the positive and negative effects cancel each other to 
make the sum of such Ens tend to zero. In other words, 
L:P = nG + LE n n 
= nG + 0 
Hence, G = l:P n In = P 
Theoretically, this is one way of obtaining the value of G provided Ins is very 
large and the genotype is stable with no intra-genotype variation. 
, 
In general, ANOVA of data from r.b.d. provides an estimate of crE2 (=Error mean 
square) and \J G2 (obtained from the expected mean square of 'Between varieties' 
source of variation). Using the equation (2), we get cr p2 which helps to estimate 
Broad sence h3ritability as hss2 = crG2/crp2 (4) 
It must be noted, however, that the model given by (1) is oversimplified and 
untenable; for, it is now known that G and E are never independent and genotype X 
environment interaction is universal. These facts invalidate equation (2). In practical 
breeding applications, therefore, broad sense h2 quite often fails to have a 
meaningful value. 
It was Fisher who conceived the genotypes TT and Tt as resulting from 
successive substitution of gene T for t in the genotype tt. It is easily seen that one 
substitution in tt gives rise to Tt and another substitution gives rise to TT [for'details, 
see Fisher (1941 )]. From this analogy, it was suggested that a genotypic value G 
can be thou~ht of tl1e sum of additive value (A) of genes constituting the genotype 
and a residual, which is actually the dominance deviation or the dominance value 
(0) [for more details, see Falconer and Mackay, 1996]. Initially this concept was 
applied to a single gene model and estimates of A and D obtained. 
Thus, P = G + E 
• 
or P = A + 0 + E (5) 
Alternatively, the genotypic values of TT, Tt and tt in a single gene case, admit 
of 2' degrees of freedom (among the 3 genotypes), which are unequivocally 
accounted for by the additive(A) and dominance (0) effects. Further, A and 0 are 
statistically independent. Since E is still an effect not estimable directly, it is 
• 
• 
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assumed to be absent to give, as a first approximation of equation (1), P = G. 
Under this assumption, the usual procedure is to fit a regression line, P = G = A + 
D, to estimate A. The d(9viation (P - A) would then estimate 0 (see, for details, Li, 
1955). In accordance with the Fisherian concepts, it is also possible to assign a 
genetic value equal to the number of dominant genes carried by a genotype and 
obtain the estimates of A and (J A 2 (Fisher, 1941; Arunachalam and Ow~n, 1971). In 
other wores, iT is assigned a genetic value 2, Tt a value 1 and tt a value zero. 
Measured from the mean, these values become Xrr=1, XTt=O, Xtt= -1, where X 
denotes the assigned genetic values for the respective phenotypes. Equation (2) 
can then be written as 
O"p2 = (JG2 + (JE2 
= (JA2 + a o2 + a E2 (6) 
Obviously, the theory of partitioning phenotypic variances becomes quite 
complex when more than one gene is considered, for, there would be a number of 
interaction effects involving A and D. When linkages between genes are also taken 
into acco~nt, the complexity would further increase (Arunachalam 1988; 
Arunachalam and owen, 1971). 
We note that, in this process, a population TT, Tt and tt governed by a single 
gene T is considered, the frequencies of the genotypes under random mating are 
p2, 2pq and q2 where p is the frequency of the allele T and q that of allele t, p + q = 
1 . 
Then the QT values of the genotypes TT, Tt and tt would be 
Yrr = m + d 
Yrt = m + h 
Ytt = m - d, where 
m = mean value of homozygotes = V2 (Yrr + Ytt ) 
d = V2 (Yrr - Ytt) and 
h = YTt - m [see Mather and Jinks, 1977] 
Then the additive effect A and dominance effect D would be 
• 
A = d + (q - p) h, also denoted by a 
o = 2h 
The additive and dominance variances would then be given by 
(JA2 = 2pq a 2 and 
Ci 0 2 = 4p2q2 h2 
(7) 
(8) 
, 
• 
• 
• 
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The above formulae· further refine the estim'ate of (JG 2 obtained before. This 
refinement leads to the narrow sense heritability, 
. (9) 
It must be noted that h2NS is always less than h2SS ' In plant breeding 
experiments, one does find values contradicting this basic fact. One reason is that 
a A 2 is estimated through other means, like correlation between relatives, and not 
by' (8) and fitted in the simplified model (6) leading to incompatibilities. 
Another important point to bear in mind is that, to begin with, d, -d and hare 
merely values of the two homozygotes and heterozygote and nothing more, even if 
we consider random mating population. The additive effect given in (7) is a function 
of the d and h values and also the gene frequency. But dominance value is 
independent of gene frequency and twice the value of heterozygote. Only if we 
make a further assumption that p = q or the frequencies of T' and tjn the original 
population are equal [or alternatively, the population is the F 2 of the corss, TT X ttl, 
then d becomes equal to the additive value (A = a = d). This further assumption 
adds to the already untenable assumptions under, which expressions for A and 0 
were obtained. 
If, erroneously, it is taken for granted, that additive value = d and dominance 
value = 2h always, it would appear that additive value as given in (7) contains 
dominance value and hence additive variance also contains dominance variance, 
as stated in Mather and Jinks (1971) [see also the correct exposition in Arunachalam, 
1976}. 
The above well-known expressions have been explained in some'detail mainly, 
to underscore the spate of assumptions made to arrive at them. Therefore, they 
should be borne in mind when additive and dominance varainces' are used in 
breeding applications. In addition, most of the molecular breeding theory leans 
heavily on the basic formulation detailed so far, another reason why it should be 
understood unambiguously. 
3. Mendelian Gene and ;'~o;~lar marker: 
A knowledge of the basics behind Mendelian gene and Molecular marker will 
help a proper co.mprehension of the quantitative analysis based on classical genetics 
and modern biology. They are therefore briefly explained here. 
3.1 Mendatian Gene : 
In the development of fundamentals, we characterized an individual phenotype 
. . ' 
on the value of a single QT. Further the aT was modeled to be govern~d by a 
single diallelic gene giving rise. to ,three genotypes. Genotypic frequencies in filial 
generations are calculated usrn'g mendel·s 'laws of inheritance. The phenotypic 
values were used, under stringent assumptions, to obtain the additive genetic a.nd ' 
dominance variances. They help in formulating a genetic basis of breeding ... f~r QT 
• 
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improvement. The gene considered here is a classical gene whose expression is 
measured by th-e QT (phenotype) and which follows Mendel's laws of inheritance. 
Hence we call it a 'mendelian gene l • 
. 
. 3.2 Molecular Marker: 
In contrast, the advent of molecular biology gave rise to a set of molecular 
markers (e.g. RFLP) with analogous properties. The salient difference is that those 
marker-genes lack a direct expression on their own. The logic behind molecular 
markers has been clearly explained in Kochert (unpublished), which is summarized 
below for the benefit of those who cannot access the unpublished reference. 
Figure 1 represents a cross between two homozygous parents; one parent, 
P1 had green leaves with genotype GG and its RFLP marker pattern showed a 
band at the 6 kb position. Jts homozygous RFLP marker state can be denoted as 
6kb/6kb. Similarly, the other parent P2 had yellow leaves with genotype gg,its 
RFLP shovJed a band at the 8 kb position and the marker state was donoted as 
Bkb/Skb. 
From Mendelian laws of inheritance, the F1 genotype would be Gg, and would 
carry bands both at the 6 and 8 kb positions (see Fig. 1) with the marker state 6kbl 
8kb. Due to dominance, the F1 phenotype would have green leaves. In the F2, as 
we know, there would be two phenotypic classes C1 and C2 segregating in the-
ratio 3: 1 with frequencies 3,4 and ~. It is known that the phenotypic class C1 
.... 
contains P1 with frequency 1;4 and recombinants (G9 heterozygotes) with frequency 
Y2 . The class C2 contains P2. Phenotypically, parent P1 and recombinants in the 
class C1 would all have green leaves. To detect the recombinants, a bre&d~)r has 
to self the plants in C 1 (or resort to any other appropriate crossing program) and 
note the segregation which would take one more generation, But with molecular 
markers, the recombinants can easily be located in the class C 1 itself as those 
with both the 6 and 8 kb bands present. The easy and clear identification of 
recombinant genotypes is claimed to be the unique advantage of molecular markers 
over the classical Mendelian methods; more significantly, molecular markers clearly 
define and detect genotypes while morphological markers depend on phenotypes 
for genotypic identification, it is further observed that, morphological'markers would 
be disabled from identifying genotypes when environmental effect masks variation 
making phenotypes look alike. Only further pedigree testing can resolve the 
problem. 
Molecular markers, based on DNA, are independent and do not have an 
association with environment (contrasting Mendelian genes controlling a aT) 
validating the model P= G as an initiating step. So it is affirmed that molecular 
markers provide genetic values directly. But a very tight linkage between a molecular 
markers provide genetic gene governing a OT is invoked to measure G as equal to 
P. Where such tight linkages are unavailable, it is not possible to estim,ate G. It 
must be recognized that P of a aT has an environment effect in it. RegardJ~.s.s of 
the fact that molecular markers are independent of E, when a measure of P is used 
, 
• 
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Figure 1. RFLP Inheritance Pattern (Adapted from G. Kochert) 
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as the value of G (P = G) of a molecular genotype, E effect gets automatically 
injected into it. 
3.3 The contrast between Mendelian Gene and Molecular marker: 
At best therefore, molecular techniques recognize genotypes, TT, Tt and tt 
and assign them genetic val ues, 2, 1 or ze ra; in other words, XTT = 1 , XTt = 0, Xtt = 
-1, as mentioned earlier. Those values are fixed and remain constant for every 
marker genotype regardless of organisms· (be it a crop plant, animal or human) or 
OTs (be it flowering time, seedling or plant height, or grain yield) (see, for example, 
Martin et al., 1989; Jansen and Starn, 1994; Zhang et al., 1994). 
Though familiar, we need to note the succinct difference of this formulation 
from.that of a MendeHan gene where additive genetic effect, ,A (= a) and dominance 
genetic effect 0 are functions of the phenotypic values of the three genotypes and 
their frequency. 
As we have made it clear, the basic assumption P = G is a first approximation; 
once we deal with second degree parameters, more distinctive weight is given to 
O"E2 and the theory and inferences are set accordingly. We clearly comprehend in 
• 
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this context, the inseparable nature of genetic and environmental effects producing 
measurable phenotypes. . 
The contrasting conceptualization of Mendelian gene and molecular marker 
diverges further when inferences based on aTs are invoked to synergise with those 
based on molecular marker parameters. The areas of such inferences are widely 
different and beyond the purview of this review. Yet, the conceptual divergence 
between morphometric and molecular approaches will be apparent when we 
consider genetic divergence, as mea'~ured by a quantilativ~ distance parameter. 
4. Differentiating between, individu,als : 
It is most usual to regard OTs as gov,erned by many genes, each producing a 
small major effect on its own but with pronounced inter-genic interaction" effects 
(epistasis). The observed values of OTs would vary across environments (E effect 
described in § 2). But, the environmental effect, E, following a Gaussian error 
(normal) distribution, is expected to affect the genetic effect, G making it err more 
often around mean of its distribution than shaking it violently towards the extremes. 
In thts Irght, the value of a OT can legitimately be regarded as the expression of 
genes governing it in an environment. The variation in QTs across genotypes 
(ind ivid ua;s) VvO u Id th e n reflect the genetic variatio n co nfou nded on Iy by the. 
environmental effec'~s (specific only to that environment). Investigations aimed at 
a campa ralive eva lua tion or L~i e genetic potential of varieties in a specific 
environrnent could then use Q~r variation (to represent the genetic variation) in this 
" tight 
4.1 Genetic Divergence: 
" . Genetic distinqtion or relatedness is an important concept in plant breeding. 
",' ~uc.h distinctioR.is mad~ u,$in.g a measu~e of geneti.c distance or genetic divergence . 
. In' essence, a set of va~ieties is sQught to ,be classified into groups on their inter-se 
genetic di~tance. !deally, a group should be such that ~he 'vv'ithin-grqup! distance is 
, ,-
far smaller than the 'between-group' d-istanc8. Measures of g~netic divergence 
and methods of grouping ar,e va,ried in number, application and underlying logic. 
We choose, for acomparativ~ acc,ount, highly·utilized multivariate di.vergence (D2) 
and Neils distance, popular in most ,of the molecular applications. 
4.1.1 Multivariate divergence: 
As observed earlier, an individual is' better"defined by a set of In' tra.i~s. For 
, example, let us say that an individual is described by 2 traits only - flowering ti-me 
(x,) and n~mber of tillers (x2). If, further,w'e assume that the traits x1 and x2 are 
independent', we can represent them in a two-dimensional graph with x1 and x2 as 
two rectangular axes. Then two individ~als described by the traits x1 and x2 can 
be plotted on the graph. The distance qetween them could be used to decide whether 
, they are close or highly divergent. But we know that x1 and x2 are not independent, 
in which Gase the individuals will be represented in oblique axes. This concept can 
• 
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be extended to In' traits with In' oblique axes co rresponding to them. Distance 
between varieties can then be calculated using the multivariate distance statistic, 
0 2 due to Mahalanobis. Since genes gov~rn traits, and environmental variation 
can be estimated, it would be feasible to conceive 0 2 as representing genetic 
distance [For a detailed exposition, see Arunachalam, 1981]. -
In breeding for improvement, individuals (genotypes) of a population are 
conceived to be wholly described by a set of QTs. How many aTs and what type of 
OTs are live questions. Over years, it has been generally accepted that those 
related to the fitness of an organism (rv1urty and Arunachalam, 1966), particularly 
those related to survival, deserve preference. 
Vis u a liz in 9 the Q T s to fix a va r i e t y fir m I yon a m u It i v a r i'a t e ,p Jan e , a 
multidimensional distance measure (provided by Mahalanobis' 0 2 statistic) is used 
to assess the inter-varietal genetic divergence (see, for example, Rao, 1952). When 
I k I va r i e tie s ( i n d i vi d u a Is) are con sid e re d, 'vve wo u I d h a v e k ( ~~ 1 ) /2 p air wi s e D2 
representing genetic distance or divergence between all possible pairs of varieties. 
Scanning the pattern of 0 2 values, a raw grouping is obtained which is then fine-
tuned following a method due to Tocher, explained in Rao (1952). A norm is set to 
decide the difference between any two 0 2 (or alternatively the divergence between 
any two varieties) within a group that can defensibly be tolerated. That norm cannot 
be set following a fixed rule (as was done in Singh and Choudhary, 1983) as it is 
dependent on the range and distribution of observed 0 2 values. Once the groups 
are firmed up, intra- and inter-group average D2 delineate those groups clearly. 
, 
The, method first developed and applied in1965 in Brassica (Murty et al., 1965) 
was adopted widely across crops and varied genetic material for the next decade 
and half. In many instances, the grouping was confirmed by principal component 
analysis too. Computer software for calculating 0 2- values, which otherwise involve 
complex computations, was also developed (Murty and Arunachalam, 1966) 
enabling grouping based on a large set of QTs. Yet dealing with a large number of 
varieties renders scanning a large number of distances (between all possible pairs 
of varieties) quite arduous. Therefor~ a modified method of grouping was developed 
(Vairavan et al., 1973; Durga Prasad et al., 1985). As the utility of 02- statistic in 
genetic classification became more and more pronounced, further modifications 
were made (Arunachalam and Bandyopadhyay" 1984; Arunachalam et al., 1998) to 
enable grouping of varieties into four divergence classes uniformly. This enabled 
an unbiased comparison acro!s experiments (or even crops where suc.h a process 
is justifiable). 
However, a few questions used to linger in the minds of geneticists and breeders 
regarding 0 2 analysis,' the most frequent of which were: ' 
'* . ,~ince distances ~re computed using, phenotypic values, D2 does not 
represent genetic but only phenotypic divergence . 
• 
• 
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*Nowhere genotypic frequencies are used; in that sense, genetic inferences 
can hardly be derived. . . 
The .process used in computing D2 answers the first doubt. A transformation 
of aT values using 'error' covariance matrix between the 'n' variates (corresponding 
to the 'n' traits) is used to effectiveJy deal with genotypic variation (see also § 3). 
The second doubt may not be relevant when we deal with In' varieties, germplasm 
entities and the like since hardly can we know their gen()typ~~s or frequency. Further, 
any genetic model assumed in that context, would remain conceptual and may not 
concern the individuar entities in any meaningful way. 
It is relevant, in this context, to note that distance statistic as a measure of 
genetic divergence has been tested across crops, enviironments, germplasm, 
breeding material and varied instances over the past four decades in India and 
productive inferences derived from its targeted use remained as a landmark in crop 
breeding. 
4.1.2 Molecular Divergence: 
Refined and developing techniques are of a vast kind now to identify molecular 
markers spanning the entirestretch of DNA with coding and non-coding regions. 
Initially, molecular genetic distance was developed to study the affinity between 
human populations where, unlike in plants, it is not easy to locate quantitative traits 
that define an individual satisfactorily. Under a set of conditions, the genetic distance 
concept was first developed (Nei, 1972) to deal with local populations within species. 
It used essentially the probability that a gene from population 1 and a gene from 
population 2 are identical. It was argued that this distance measure, 0, was the 
most appropriate unlike others where lIit is not clear what biological unit that is 
being measured". This claim (Nei, 1972) is debateable in the light of the distance 
measure defined on aTs using 0 2 statistic. At the same time, it was recognized 
that Neils measure of D is affected by a number of factors such as detectability of 
. gene differences, varying rate of nucleotide substitution at different loci etc. The 
applicability of the measure is extended to any population, including selfing 
populations, if populations can be adequately defined (though it is not clear what is 
really meant!). Further D depends solely on gene frequencies than on genotypic 
frequencies. This work was extended to measure "nucle~otide diversity" under a 
restrictive assumption that all nucleotides are distributed at random over the DNA 
sequences with a given G + C content (Nei and Li, 1979). 'The concepts underlying 
genetic distance measure, D have been further refined (Nei, 1987), though the 
basic definition given earlier remained the same, It is now used almost exclusively 
in molecular genetic studies and a software incorporating it, is readily available for 
molecular data analysis (see, for example, Wang et al., 1992). 
• 
.. 
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4.2 A comparative analysis of genetic divergence measured by morphometric. 
and molecular distances; 
The fundamental aim in measuring genetic distances is to identify individuals 
(essentially phenotypes, equivalently, genotypes expressing in an environment) 
whose performances are similar. But in view of environmental effects, phenotypic 
performance may be deceptive in identifying genetic affinity. At the same time 
identifying genetic affinity through the frequency of molecu~ar markers (independent 
of environmental effects) may' not be sustained where environment plays a definite 
role in the individual's performance. In reality, we face a different type of problem. 
It is known that molecular techniques can identify only single diallelic molecular 
markers. OTs are usually polygenjc with high epistasis. Even when more number 
of molecular markers is identified, they are independent and free from epistatic 
effects. Further, in a si.ngle gene case, genotypic frequ€!ncies are determined by 
gene frequencies alone. But in multigenic case and with linkage, the above 
observation fails to hold. Recognizing that the genetic distance given by 0 depends 
solely on gene and not on genotypic frequencies (Nei, 19'72), it is a moot question 
whether such a measure can identify genotypic affinity. The conceptual differences 
between molecular and morphometric distances (Table 1) would help to make the 
distinction more lucid. 
Table 1. The salient differences between molecular (Neils D statistic) and morphometric 
(Mahalanobis· 0 2 statistic) distance 
Molecular distance Morphometric distance 
Based on allelic concentration in the expressed OTs in the 
discovered molecular markers concerned environment 
Individuals defined 
on 
molecular markers a set of identified OTs 
distinguishing performance 
Genetic constitution a number of non-interactipg 
independent markers 
Environment independent 
Formula function of probabilities like 
the probability of a gene from 
popuJa1ion 1 and a gene from 
population 2 being identical 
Genetic classification usually dendogram allowing 
flexibiHty of inferences 
a number of interacting 
gE~nes displaying epistatic 
effects 
highly dependent 
multivariate distance statistic 
using environmental variation to 
correct phenotypic variation· 
. Repeatable grouping into 4 
divergeflce classes (see § 
4.3.1 ) 
2 
• 
". .... . 
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4.3 Grouping of individuals on inter-se g'enetic divergence: I 
A breeder would like to know the pattern of genetic divergence in the varieties 
intended to be used for further genetic improvement. Though the divergence 
between pairs of varieties can be measured using distances based on morphometri.c 
traits or molecular markers (§ 4.1.1 and § 4.1.2), the number of such distances 
increases sharply with the number of varieties. Therefore there is a need to group 
varieties on their inter-se genetic divergence. 
4.3.1 Morphometric Grouping: 
Morphometric grouping arranges the varieties into a few clearly delineated 
groups (§ 4.1 .1 ). The inter-group distances will define how close or divergent the 
groups (and the varieties contained in them) are, as measured by the QTs. However, 
a number of restrictions surfaced in its application over more than two decades. 
• 
* 
* 
The method of Tocher uses an arbitrary norm to be set by the experimenter 
to define an allowable D2, as the difference between average D2 and the 
quantity [total value of 02/total number of D2] as and when varieties are 
added to a group at the time of conso.lidating final grouping. (see, for details, 
Rao, 1952). In such a procedure, different exper:ments with different crops 
conducted in different environments could give different number of groups. 
In addition, different investigators may set different norms in which case, 
the same material from the same experiment could also give different 
number o·f groups. In such a case, the inferences would suffer limitations 
since comparison would have to be made among varying number of groups 
across exp.eriments. 
Further, while software to compute D2s is available (Murty and 
Arunachalam, 1967.), software to group varieties is not. This has been a 
hand icapto. research students in institutions where i nstu rction' in 
multivariate analvtical methods is weak or absent and students seldom 
.. 
have access to do the grouping manualJy . 
. 
A new methodology was developed after years' of work with the aim of removing 
the lir:nitations of Tocher's method of grouping. In short, the distribution of the D2 
values was assessed using the me·an (m) and standard deviation (5). Keeping in 
mind the property of a standard normal distribution that 68~/o of the total area lies 
between m-s and m+s (Fig. 2), the D2 values were set in 4 divergence classes (DC) 
using the followin~g criterion: 
. This criterion was found to be optimal as discovered from several divergent 
examples from various crops (Arun'achalam and 8andyopadhyay., 1984). If more 
number of divergence cJasses are desired, one can set more dividing points; for 
, 
example, m-s, m- 112 S, m, m+ V2 S, m+s as dividi.ng points would give 6 classes. 
However, for many of the breeding initiatives, four divergence classes were found 
to suffice. 
• 
• 
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* 
* 
DC4 DC3 DC2 DC1 
k mas m m+s h 
DC x 
1 h ~ X > m+s 
2 m+s> + > m 
-
3 m > X ~ m-s 
4 m-s > X > k 
X : 02 value; h : highest; 
k : lowest K 
F.ig. 2. The logic behind divergence classes 
The advantages of uniformly 4 divergence classes are: 
there are no arbitrary norms involved in grouping, this procedure would 
thus lead to unique groups." 
experiments repeated over locations, seasons etc. could be comparatively 
evaluated on uniform grouping. 
where there is scope, experiments across crops and global environments 
can even be comparatively evaluated for convergence of concepts; e.g. 
optimal divergence level for parental choice to enhance the probability of 
F 1 heterosis. 
Grouping based on genetic divergence confers the following advantages: 
* 
* 
* 
Provides insight into the level of divergence among groups of varieties. 
divergence interpreted on the nature and origin of varieties can provide 
leads on their genetic nature like self-incompatibility (Murty et al., 1965) 
or their evolutionary pattern (Murty et al., 1966) for example. 
provides clues to choice of earents from .divergent groups to decide 
crosses from which breeding processes can be initiated 
The last one is crucial in breeding initiatives. It was earlier established 
(Falconer and Mackey, 1996) that heterosis over mid-parent is a function of 
dominance effect and the gene freq.uency differences of parental populations, 
comprising single gene diploids. Translated to a general case, it wa~ postulated 
that parents showing a high degree of gene~ic divergence are likely to produce 
heterosis. However, further theoretical research e~tablished that, too great a 
divergence would not ensure heterosis (Cress 19'66) and additive effects and additiye 
type of interactions alon'e (without even dominance) can produce heterosis in two 
........ ....... , 
• 
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gene systems (Arunachalam, 1977). These findings made it clear that there is a 
concerted need to find li·mits to parental' divergence for enhancing the probability of 
~ 1 heterosis. After analyzing a number of experiments critically and taki~g. into. 
acco~nt the conceptual frame due to Langham (1961), the following hypf>thesis 
was set on a confirmatory plane. 
When varieties are grouped based on genetic divergence (measured by D2) 
into 4 divergence classes, OC1 to DC4, the chances of F1 heterosis enhance when 
parents are selected from the intermediate classes, DC3 and DC2 [Arunachalam 
and Bandyopadhyay,1984]. 
It was found, in general, that the divergence class DC1 contains high values 
of D2; therefore heterosis in crosses between parents from this class should be 
rare. At times, crosses between parents in DC4 do result in low levels of heterosis. 
But high heterosis in crosses between parents from,~PC3 and DC2 are quite frequent. 
This result helped further in attaching weights [DC2 = -1, DC3 =DC2 = 1, DC4 = 0] 
for the various divergence classes from the sale point of view of heterosis. 
A procedure for giving alignment scores was evolved. Incorporating the weights 
for divergence classes, genetic potential scores were computed. Using their mean 
and standard deviation, four genetic classes were formed in descending order of 
importance [for details, refer Arunachalam et al., 1998]. 
4.3.2 Molecular divergence grouping: 
Neils distance and coefficients of similarity provided an analogue to measuring 
the divergence by D2 statistic. Using the method developed in Sakal and Sneath 
(1963), a hierarchical diagram called 'dendrogram' is constructed on sirni~arity 
indices; of the many methods available , the unweighted pair group method on 
arithmetic averages (UPGMA) for which softwares are available, is most popular. 
For example, genetic divergence between 18 scented rice germplasm was 
studied using RAPD markers (Raghunathachari et al., 2000). Jaccard's similarly 
coefficients for RAPD bands between each pair of accessions were used to construct 
a dendrogram using UPGMA through NTSYS\ - PC computer package. The method. 
consists in examining pair wise distances an'd connecting successively the pairs 
on a norm to generate a tree diagram [for details, refer Sakal and Sneath, 1963]. 
Though this diagram illustrates the divergence between varieties and between 
groups, a clear picture of the number of distinct groups, the varieties contained in 
them and the degree of divergence between them are not readily visible. While 
sketchy inferences are possible, a grouping analogous to genetic classes using D2 
appears to be a hard access. In the published study, the method enabled an 
evolutionary analysis of genetic divergence betwen the 18 rice accessions. But 
direct leads to breeding for trait improvement are, at best, latent in the paper. 
Regardless, the relevance of marker-assisted breeding for QT improvement is an 
open question, as discussed in detail elsewhere [see Arunachalam and 
Chandrashekaran, 1993]. 
• 
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In contrast, an important analogy could be drawn between OTs and iSQzyms. 
'QTs are the outcome of genes expressed in an environment. The DNA sequence 
comprising the gene is transcribed into mRNA, the mRNA translated to· prot~in. 
and the protein assurnes proper configu ration and localization to exert its effect. 
.. . '. 
The effect exerted by the protein is often due to its enzymatic activity or ability. to 
bind to some cell component. All these stages ca"n, and often are, affected by the 
environment.' (see Kochert). If, therefore, isozyme pattern can be quantified, an 
analysis of its variation can reflect the variation in a QT closely associated with it. 
The prime difference between DNA marker and isozyme marker is that the tormer 
is independent of environment while the iatter covaries with environment. Therefore, 
while an association between DNA markers and OT loci is far-fetched, it is logical 
to expect an association between isozyme OTs and morpho-QTs. One major 
contribution in this regard is the qua-ntification of isozyme pattern by five OTs -
number of bands, relative mobility (RM), relative absorption (RA), the within-Iane-
deviation (WLD) of RM and WLD of RA (Arunachalam et al., 1996). 
Encouraging experinlentaf results were obtained. In an experiment with 31 
accessions of Brassica with four species and a spectrum of varieties (and also 
germplasm accessions). A few enzymes like esterase (ES), GOT and Peroxidase 
- Anodal (PA) and cathodal (PB) were used to evaluate the isozyme marker efficiency 
in correct~y identifying the morphometric grouping based on genetic divergence. 
When considered along with the diagnostic morpho-traits, the isozyme OTs 
contributed to genetic divergence up to 30-400/0. In particular, the contribution of 
the two new parameters devised by us, namely, Within Lane Deviation of relative 
mobility and of relative absorption, was substantial. Incidentally the use of the 
trait, relative absorption, was also novel in the sense it has rarely been used in 
earlier literature. The isozyme traits mentioned rank~d among the top 5 traits 
contributing to genetic divergence. The efficiency index of the enzyme combination, 
ES - PA was quite high (73~{') in the experiment conducted in.199S. Even esterase 
alone had an efficiency of 32% in 1995 and 260/0 in 1996 [more details in 
Arunachalam et al., 1998]. The studies emphasize the following: 
* 
* 
* 
The experimental logic, the validity of basic conceptualization and the 
method of quantitative evaluation are more crucial than emphasis on 
numerous markers alone. " 
Isozymes are not highly favoured as markers on the pretext that they are 
far fewer in number than molecular markers. The experiment with Brassica 
showed that this argument was misplaced. . 
The fact that isozyme markers correspond only to coding regions of DNA 
is a strength and not a weakness, as the e~amp.le showed. Their direct 
association with expressed morpho-QTs resulted in their high efficiency 
in predicting aT variation. 
" . 
But the analysis of isozyme and morphological QT data involves complex 
mu.ltivariate methods. A software has therefore been· developed; starting from raw 
\ 
\ 
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. . 
data, it forms gene!ic classes, computes efficiency index of markers in predicting 
morpho-QT variation., and locates varieties that are correctly i'dentified by markers 
in 'each genetic class. Such a diagnostic analysis with a particular crop in a particular 
envifronment wiH help to select isozymes for marker-aided plant improvement 
programs in that crop. 
* 
• 
* 
Summing up, we can observe the following: 
The association between molecular markers (MM) and QTs is difficult to 
conceptualize, as MMs are independent of environment and cannot covary 
with QTs. In contrast, isozyme OTs provided an alternative with feasible 
association with morpho-OTs. Methods have also been developed to' 
identify those, which have high correlation with OTs defining yield 
performance. In this context, the deficiencies. of molecular markers need 
to be recognized when attempting to use them in breeding methodologies . 
Isozyme variation defined by 5 QTs, as explained earlier, was amenable 
to alf quantitative analysis as was possible with morpho!ogical QT variation. 
Such applications provided leads to breeding processes. One example 
was the selection of parents on the basis of genetic divergence using 
isozyme OTs. Crosses between such selected parents were found to be 
more often heterotic than crosses made between parents selected at 
random [Aruna Kumari, 1998; Mithra, 1999]. 
4.4 Concept-driven breeding methods: An example: 
More than the charismatic influence of quantitative genetics in the broad area 
of plant breeding, can anythi·ng tangible be provided for practical plant breeders? 
This has remained a popular and nagging query. Consistent research has provided 
leads to many reliable approaches and we restrict to the most popular 'pedigree' or 
'p'uTe line' breeding. While varietal performance was better defined on multiple 
QTs, it was not easy to select the best traits for differentiation from the many OTs 
that have relevance. One way to identify a diagnostic set of traits is by using 
stepwise regression analysis [see, for further details, Draper and Smith, 1'981]. 
Based on the principles detailed above and years' of research towards efficient 
breeding approaches, an outline of a breeding procedure is given below: 
* Starting from a set of prospective varieties for initiating a pure line breed.ing 
program, parents likely to generate heterotic crosses are isolated from 
divergence classes, DC3 and DC2. Earlier experimental work in various 
crops has shown that, if a choice Of an initiating cross has to be made, ·the 
first preference should go to heterotic crosses. Further, growing the 
progeny of every F l' heterotic or non-heterotic, would restrict the size of 
the F 2 population due to constriants on cost, time and experimental area. 
It would therefore be profitable to effect an early generation selection of 
. 
heterotic F 1 and raise large F 25 of those few crosses. Earlier work has 
. ., .... 
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* 
* 
* 
shown that the chances of recovering selections in F 3 are much higher in 
F 2S of heterotic crosses than in others. [Koteswara Rao, 1992]. 
Individual plants of the F 2 population are assayed for the diagnostic traits. 
A selection index is constructed with grain yield [or any other trait targeted 
for improvement] as the dependent variable, Y and the diagnostic traits as 
independent variables (X). A 'best' regression line is fitted to provide the 
selection index. Selection index for each F 2 plant was obtained (as the 
expected Y value by substituting trait values of X in the regression 
equation). 
The selection index values are arranged in descending order of magnitude 
to provide a F 2 ranked distribution (FRO). 
The FRO is partitioned into four equal strata, T1, T2, T3 and T 4, the top 
one being T1. Earlier experimental studies have shown that, most often, 
higher number of selections are recovered in F 3 from the progeny of the 
top strata T1 or, if inadequate, from T1 + T2. Seldom would there be a 
need to screen the progeny of T3 and T 4. ' 
All F 2 plants in the strata T1 and T2 are therefore advanced to F 3 progeny 
rows. 
From then on, classical procedures are followed to select desired progeny 
rows [e.g. family selection and combined selection procedures as in Falconer and 
Mackey, 1996]. The selected material is advanced to further generations till superior 
pure lines are recovered. For further reference, we denote this method as Targeted 
Breeding (TGT). 
The gist of the above procedure is the three basic steps: evaluation of parental 
material, choice of parents for F l' heterotic F 1 selection, F 2 evaluation and selection 
of top 25 (or 50)0/0 of ranked F 2 distribution. The quantitative genetics principJes 
behind them suggest that, in the process, potential transgressants/recombinants 
would be trapped in the F 2. When they are advanced, a high frequency of desirable 
selections would be recovered in F 3 and further generations. 
On the other hand, conventional breeding technologies also outline a procedural 
need to identify source genetic material, to select parents, to make an initiating 
cross, to raise a large F 2 population, to select a single plant or cluster of plants, to 
raise from them F 3 progeny population and continue selection for yield or the desired 
traits in further generations until a new pure line is homogenized. In those steps, a 
definitive method of selection at various stages is not inherent and it is left 'to the 
discretion of the breeder. We further refer to this method as Tentative Breeding 
(TNT). The breeding process, TGT differs essentially in that aspect; as explained 
earlier. A logical estimate of the resulting progress shows it is higher in TGT than 
in TNT (Fig. 3). The sample iHustration in Fig. 3 indicates the following: 
• 
• 
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The higher frequency of segregants in F 2 indicates that the parental choice 
in TGT was more appropriate. 
Th.e evaluation and selection process in F 2 have helped TGT to select 
more number of recombinants than TNT [Note the higher number of 
recombinants selected by TGT compared to TNT in Fig. 3]. 
Further breeding therefore resulted in higher genetic progress in TGT than 
TNT. 
4.5 Mismatch between theory and practice: 
• 
It would also be instructive to note how breeding programs do, often. fail to 
draw visible gains despite recourse to quantitative genetics-assisted initiatives. 
Most often quantitative genetics models are applied as cosmetics to a breeding 
program alreaqy formulated on some basis. At times, drifting away from the objective 
(sometimes not clearly defined) ~ process is adopted for the sake of applying a . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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model with articulated results. Many examples could be cited from Indian journals, 
prominent among them being-raising six generations, P1,P2' ~1' F2, BC1 and BC2 to 
get single gene based parameters or to do joint scaling test etc., a diallel cross 
analyzed employing a single gene based Vr- Wr graph and also a very general 
model of Griffing (1956) with a consequent conflict on the choic~ of parents, multi-
point crosses just to estimate some-quantitative parameters, forwarding diallel F 1S 
to F 2.' and higher generations and repeating the F 1 diallel analysis on the higher 
generation dat~ [see also, Arunachalam, 1976]. 
Breeding is a complex process .. The phenotype for aT is governed by a large 
number of minor genes with small effects but significantly large interactions. 
Precisely therefore, quantitative genetics uses sophisticated statistical diagnosis 
of such. interactions using defined rnating systems and appropriate follow-up in 
further generaions. Naturally the results of the diagnosis cannot be decisive; being 
stochastic in nature, and highly modified by environment, QT variation can only be 
evaluated by specific designs to identify a desirable avenue to advance the material 
to the next generation. It is therefore mandatory to evaluate the rate, direction and 
magnitude of progress obtained in the next generation and incorporate appropriate 
modifications before forwarding them to further generations. Breeding is thus an 
iterative process, by judicious application of genetic models and appropriate analysis 
of variation, the process can be strengthened and made more efficient. A well-
planned integration of principles and practice can reduce the number of iterations 
and therefore the breeding time. Essentially this is the gist of a conventional and 
evolutionary breeding process. 
However, molecular breeding whose principal component is marker-aided 
selection for QT improvement is a new term and a field with supposed strengths 
over uncertainities built into Mendelian genetics-driven breeding. Though there is 
the tendency to call the latter as conventional breeding, I perefer it to be termed as 
classical breeding. The strength of molecular breeding is projected in the following 
lines: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 
Molecular markers (MM) are uninfluenced by environment. They have 
stable association with loci ·governing QTs. MMs can be positioned in a 
conventional map mapping OTs. This will facilitate selection of" MMs closely 
linked to QTLs . 
• 
Because of environmental independence, MMs can be used to select for 
desired QTLs (and QTs) any time particularly in environments where aTs 
do not express, e.g. biotic and abiotic stress-related traits. 
For the same reason, marker-assisted selection can bypass effects of 
genotype X env-ironment interaction and accelerate genetic progress . 
. 
Since MMs are codominant and independent, they are epistasis-free. They 
are therefore superior in selection for QTs . 
• 
• 
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4.6 The infirmities inherent in marker-assisted QT improvement: 
We have shown that the projected strengths of MM, are their weaknesses in 
real terms. A-marker independent of environment and lacking in expression cannot 
covary with a QT that is environment-dependent and has an environment-sensitive 
phenotype. The association of MMs with QTs is, therefore, far-fetched. Crow (2000) 
in his review on the use of molecular markers for heterosis with QTLs, states that it 
has not been possible to associate yield changes with specific QTLs which, however, 
can -be achieved by possibly identifying molecular markers associated with each 
QTL. But it is now known a priori how many QTLs constitute a complex trait as 
yi'eld. Further the number of markers to identify those QTLs would also be quite 
high and makes the process of marker-assisted selection cost-intensive and 
arduous. Therefore, a realistic proposition is to establish associations of specific 
I QTLs with specific protein (solute, enzyme) pool and then ultimately associate this 
metabolic quantity with grain yield expression. The isozyme based quantitative 
trait exploration mentioned earlier is one step close to that proposition. 
In a recent international meet of geneticists, there has been a specific emphasis 
on the ubiquity and importance of genotype X genotype (epistasis) and genotype X 
environment interactions in determining patterns of observed phenotypic variation. 
It was also realized that many QTLs (which are typically Jarye enough when mapped 
initially to contain anywhere from 400 and 2000 genes) eventually get mapped down 
to either non-coding upstream regions or intronic region, rather than coding regions 
of the genome (Joshi, 2002). Therefore the properties of independence from G X E 
interaction and epistasis do not weight in favour of MMs' aiding QT improvement. 
The view endorsed by Freeland et al.(1999) that 'modern organisms process 
genotype into phenotype through two distinct stages. First DNA genes are 
transcribed into RNA messages (mRNA); these messages are then translated into 
proteins', which subsequently give rise to expression as QTs. In the process of 
transcription and translation, environment plays a role. Therefore, isozyme variation, 
which is the expression of protein products of the gene/genes, that is quantified 
efficiently, can be used as a precocious precusor of the QT- variation. It is then 
logical to postulate an association between isozyme and QT variation. The work 
on Brassica with isozyme OTs mentioned earlier, could distinguish between and 
within 4 species, select desirable parents, establish heterosis in crosses and 
recombinants in F2 (Shefali, 2000; Aruna Kumari, 1998, Mithra, 1999). 
How then can we take advantage of modern development of molecular 
markers? We recall the model, P = G + E. In the model the projected strength of 
MMs is the characterization of G. Intensive and cohesive research is needed to 
characterize conceptualization [particularly, XrT = 1, XTt = O,Xtt = -1] should be 
abandoned in favour of directed research to conceptualize G on a model of many 
interacting genes (more than OTLs). Then this concept should be extended to 
define G on multi traits. Obviously a huge lot of innovative ground remains to be 
covered. 
• 
, 
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As subtly expressed by Joshi (2002), molecular genetics has taken a bottom-
up approach that has occasionally but relatively rarely clWnbed up even to the level 
of whole organism. Quantitative Genetics. has taken to top-down approach,which 
has rarely managed to go below the level of individual organism. We need a cohesive 
integration of both the approaches to solve the fundamental and elementary model; 
P = G + E more efficiently and build on it to deal with realistic and more complex 
models of P. 
4.7 How is Quantitative Genetics positioned today? 
But then, are we in a position to achieve this? Where do quantitative Genetics 
and those who profess it stand in this context? I re-emphasize what we have stated 
in a recent paper (Arunachalam et al., 2001): 
With the sprinting developments in digital revolution, horizons, though 
unreachable once, are in our choice to reach. At the high end of the scale we have 
a modern communication avenue of "virtual instrumentation ". At the other end of 
the scale, we have methodologies for OT improvement attempted in a routine 
manner. The design of mating and methods of selection that hold the key to targeted 
QT improvement are directed by experiments done and published elsewhere and 
limited to the availability of software for analysis of data. Priorities are thus set not 
• 
by the crucial problems in a crop or a site or an environment but by availability of 
means to evaluate results and arrive at inferences and applicable protocols. 
Thus the big hurdle in the path of innovative and problem-specific research is 
the highly limited knowledge software of researchers. Most often it is limited to 
matters of biology and hardly, if ever, there are inclinations to delve into, at least, 
concerned knowledge areas of other fields (say methods of linkage estimation, 
knovv'ledge and operational skill of existing computer softwares,knowledge of inter .. 
faces between computer and laboratory instrurnents etc.). Motry:~ting incentives or 
compulsions are essential to extend the horizon of already-ga·thered knowledge. 
bright students for innovative and future-oriented biological rsearch are the need 
of the day. Right environment must be created to encourage existing bright scientists 
to do active and innovative research. Inter-disciplinary interaction would mould 
incoming young min"ds towards frontier technologies including needed skills in allied 
fields. Path-breaking and bold policy decisions are urgent to integrate agriculture 
with other fields of relevance. Until such time, the minimum we could do is to 
compulsorily introduce undergraduate and graduate students of biology and 
agriculture to such inter-disciplinary education and skill orientation. This would 
empower them to handle modern biology and its developments in a modern way. 
It is acknowledged that environment-genotype symbiosis is the key to 
sustainable livelih.ood. This fact is equally valid to our Science. Moulding 
'. -. -
environment would be an avenue to moulding genot.ypes. A consonant approach 
tQwards this goal should be the ·right path to a rapid progress . 
• 
• 
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